
Thoughts on Ray V 
and Natural Laws

Themis, Greek Goddess of Justice. The personification of divine 

order, fairness, law, natural law, and custom. Her symbols are the 

Scales of Justice, tools used to remain balanced and pragmatic.



Group Alignment



Mantram of Unification
The Sons of Men are One, and I am One with Them.

I seek to Love not Hate.

I seek to serve, and not exact due service.

I seek to heal not hurt.

Let pain bring due reward of Light and Love.

Let the Soul control the outer form and life, and all events, and bring 

to light the love that underlies the happenings of the time.

Let vision come and insight.

Let the future stand revealed.

Let inner union demonstrate and outer cleavages be gone.

Let love prevail. Let all men love.

OM



Today’s Studies

❖Some Definitions

❖Correspondences with the Number Five

❖Information about Ray V

❖Sources of Natural Laws

❖Interpretive Laws

❖Laws related to the Number Five and Ray V



Some Definitions
SOURCE: [Latin: surgere, to spring up, forth]. Noun: Ultimately, the Central Life and 

Creator from which all within our local universe has manifested, being the Causeless 

Cause of existence. Source can also be viewed in a hierarchical manner, found within 

all states of Consciousness and Being. “Love was the source, love is the goal, and love 

the method of attainment.” [Letters on Occult Meditation, 168] From SOURCE emanates Life, 

which purpose is love and expression is sevenfold.

Principle: [Latin: prīncipium, on analogy of]. Noun: The essences or aspects of some 

Existence. There are usually seven principles of each Existence. However, SOURCE has 

one boundless immutable Principle. A Principle can be invoked and evoked into 

manifestation. 

(This is why the dense physical body is not a Principle.)



Some Definitions
Law: [Old English: lagu, derived from Scandinavian: lag, layer]. Noun: A mode of expression, 

life impulse, thought, and/or manner of activity of some greater Existence. It is uncreated and 

eternal (for the duration of that Existence). There is a spectrum of Existences through which 

laws may express, suggesting that “Deity is Law, and vice versa.” [The Secret Doctrine, 152. Italics in 

original.] In this context, there is no denying or avoiding laws, as they govern and control all 

happening in time and space.

Order: [Latin: ordin-, stem of ordō, row, rank, regular arrangement]. Noun: A human 

interpretation of a law, given by those in positions of authority and who are able to enforce their 

wishes. This term is interchangeable with command. “Orders are indicative of human frailty and 

limitation” within the confines of time and space.

Rule: [Latin: rēgul(a), straight stick, pattern]. Noun: That which has been developed through 

trial and error (similar to a scientific method), encompassing the long experience of many 

persons. It is voluntarily accepted, evoking an intuitive response through required efforts. “They 

are the result of tried experience and of age-long undertakings and…they are recognised by 

those for whom they exist and hence evoke from them a prompt intuitive response.” [The Rays and 

The Initiations, 25.]



Some Definitions
Natural: [Latin: nātūrāl(is), blood-kinship, quality, character, natural order, world]. 

Occurring without the input or influence of humanity.

Consciousness: [Latin: conscius, sharing knowledge with + NESS]. Noun: The effect of 

Source mixing with Matter, occurring on all levels of existence. “The conscious 

response of all forms to their environment…produces the varying characteristics…and 

these characteristics form the quality”. [The Light of the Soul, 365. Italics in original.]

Matter: [Latin: māteria, stuff, matter, wood of trees]. Noun: The substance, or material, 

from which forms are created, occurring within all states of consciousness and Being.



Correspondences with the Number Five
The 5th cosmic plane The cosmic mental.

The 5th systemic plane The mental plane.

The 5th subplane of the physical The gaseous.

The 5th principle Manas.

The 5th Law Fixation, the Law of Concretion.

The 5th Ray Concrete knowledge.

The 5th round The round of manasic attainment.

The 5th root-race The Aryan. Mental development.

The 5th sub-race The Teutonic and Anglo-Saxon. Concrete mind.

The 5th group of Devas Fire Devas of the mental plane.

The 5th Manvantara Three-fifths of the manasaputras achieve.

The 5th scheme The Lord of concrete science.

The 5th Mahamanvantara (or solar system) The solar Logos achieves His fifth major Initiation.

The 5th chain Principal evolution – fire devas.

The 5th Hierarchy The greater Builders.

Vibrations of fifth order Manasic. 

[see A Treatise on Cosmic Fire, 604-605]



Information about Ray V
Ray names: Concrete Knowledge, 

Science, Lower Mind

Systemic Law: Fixation

Soul Law: The Lower Four

Keynote: The Will to Action

Highest Expression: Liberation

Methods of Ray Activity:

Corresponds forms to type, group influence

Stimulates logoic dense body, the three worlds

Manasic energy or impulse

Method of Service:
Investigate the form to find the hidden idea and 

its motivating power.

Methods of Teaching Truth:
Science of the Soul, esoteric psychology.

Modern educational systems, mental science 

Key to Ray V:
Let the three forms of energy electric pass upward 

to the Place of Power. Let the forces of the head 

and heart and all the nether aspects blend. Then let 

the Soul look out upon the inner world of light 

divine. Let the word triumphant go forth: ‘I 

mastered energy for I am energy itself. The Master 

and the mastered are but One.’

Ray V Psychological Types: Scientific

Expressing: Full of the idea of cause 

and results. The mathematical type; 

Scientists and the purely mental types.

Technique of Integration: Detachment.

Technique of Fusion: Isolated Unity.

Center Used: Eyebrow.

[Information has been taken from multiple references].



Source of Natural Laws



The Law of Analogy: This law deals with broad generalities, using the axiom 

“As above, so below”. Key phrase: The essential similarity.

The Law of Correspondence: This law helps to explain the greater and the 

lesser in relation to each other, helping us to see through veils hiding natural 

truths. Key Phrase: Inexact detailed reflection.

The Law of Permutation: This law is another method used to demonstrate the 

similarities between higher and lower expressions of Life. It both conceals and 

reveals truth in order to protect humanity. Key phrase: Creative substitution.

The Law of Resemblance: This law is related to forms or appearances, usually 

within the same state of consciousness. Key phrase: Similarity in form.

The Law of Uniformity: This law applies primarily to the natural world and the 

substances of manifestation. Key phrase: Unity in diversity.

Interpretive Laws



Cosmic Laws
❖ Emanate from SOURCES outside our solar system.

❖ Govern the processes of evolving Cosmic Lives

❖ The effects of these laws filter into all lesser lives.

❖ We tend to distort how these laws are reflected in and through us.

❖ They are arranged in a hierarchical structure.

Milky Way - The real shape of our galaxy is revealed 

in this infrared image obtained by IRAS. Infrared 

light penetrates the dust clouds and shows that the 

galaxy appears as a thin disk, just like the edge-on 

spiral galaxies we see throughtout the cosmos. The 

bulge in the band is the center of the galaxy. The 

yellow and green knots and blobs scattered along the 

band are giant clouds of interstellar gas and dust 

heated by nearby stars.
Image source: https://images.nasa.gov/details-ARC-1983-AC83-0768-2

https://images.nasa.gov/details-ARC-1983-AC83-0768-2


Cosmic Laws



Cosmic Laws Hierarchy
Greater Cosmic Laws:

Thought Akasha Rhythm

Major Cosmic Laws:

Synthesis

Attraction

Economy

Minor Cosmic Laws:

Attraction & Repulsion Cause & Effect Cycles

Expediency Evolution Freedom

Gravitation Harmony Motion

Persistence Rebirth Succession



❖ It is known by several names.

❖ It is linked with other Cosmic Laws.

❖ How is it linked with Ray V?

❖ Some ways in which it is described.

❖ Types of karma.

❖ Ways to adjust karma.

❖ Learning to conform to this Law.

❖ Key phrase: The ties that bind.

Law of Cause and Effect



Systemic Laws
❖ Emanate from SOURCES within our solar system.

❖ Govern the processes of evolving Systemic Lives

❖ The effects of these laws filter into all lesser lives.

❖ We tend to distort how these laws are reflected in and through us.

❖ They are arranged in a hierarchical structure.

This graphic, based on data from NASA Voyager 

spacecraft, shows a model of what our solar system looks 

like to an observer outside in interstellar space, watching 

our solar system fly towards the observer.

Image source: https://images.nasa.gov/details-PIA13899

https://images.nasa.gov/details-PIA13899


Systemic Laws



The Law of Vibration. The basis of manifestation and the atomic law of the 

system. Related to the Logoic state and all first sub-states.

The Law of Cohesion. Related to the Monadic state where cohesion is first 

displayed.

The Law of Disintegration. Related to the Atmic state, where the ultimate 

shedding of all sheaths occurs.

The Law of Magnetic Control. Related to the Buddhic state, where the 

Monad controls the Personality through the Causal Body.

The Law of Fixation. Related to the Mental state, connected with the fifth 

principle of manas. The mind eventually controls and stabilizes.

The Law of Love. Related to the Astral state, where desire is transmuted and 

raised to the love aspect on the Buddhic plane.

The Law of Sacrifice and Death. Controls on the Physical state, where the 

form is destroyed so the evolving Life may progress.

Systemic Laws



❖ Might be an expression of the Principle of Intelligence.

❖ One of most important driving current human evolution.

❖ The mind becomes controlled and stabilized.

❖ Interlocking whole with Ray I and Ray V, the 1st and 5th states of 

consciousness, and the Laws of Vibration and Fixation.

❖ Directly connected with the Law of Cause and Effect.

❖ Fixation indicates one is able to shape one’s own destiny.

❖ Causal body is built under this law.

❖ Governs the timing of incarnation under the Law of Rebirth.

❖ Key phrase: Use the mind correctly.

The Law of Fixation



Laws of the Soul
Law Name Force Means of Yoga
1. Magnetic Impulse Ray 2 The Five Commandments

The universal duty Inclusion, Attraction

2. Sacrifice Ray 4 The Rules
For self training “I Die Daily”

3. Service Ray 6 Posture
Poised attitude toward the world Right relations and right ideals

4. Group Progress Ray 7 Pranayama
The law of rhythmic living The Law of spiritual development

5. Repulse Ray 1 Abstraction
Pratyahara. Withdrawal from desire The repudiation of desire

6. Expansive Response Ray 3 Attention
Correct orientation (No comment yet found).

7. Lower Four Ray 5 Meditation
Right use of the mind “The soul is in deep meditation”

[See EP-II 164]



❖ Might be an expression of the Principle of Illumination.

❖ Little information has been provided.

❖ Is related to the mental states of consciousness, and the right use 

of the mind in meditation.

❖ Four: Principles, energy centers, sub-states of consciousness, and 

Freedoms are all related, and scientifically mastered.

❖ Perceived only by those sensing discarnate group members.

❖ Its symbol.

❖ Ancient occult stanza given.

❖ Key phrase: Right mental control leading to Soul unity.

Law of the Lower Four



❖ To all attendees of this workshop.

❖ The technical staff working behind the scenes.

❖ To all the language interpreters serving in this conference.

❖ To the Boards of Directors, staff and faculty of the University of 

Seven Rays, the Morya Federation Schools of Esoteric 

Meditation, and the Seven Ray Institute.

Appreciation and Thanks!


